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Future of Women in Sciences?

To predict the future, 
we should look at the 
past !!!



Nobel Prize Women in Sciences

Book by Sharon Bertsch McGrayne:

Since 1901 there have been over 300 recipients 
of the NP in sciences. Only 10 of them are 

women. How so many?????

If you look at the conditions under which they 
worked, you will realize that this is a gigantic 

number.

There was always a fair man behind....



So humiliating, isn't it?

1st symptom of our syndrome: fear of being helped

When a man asked me: do you want a professor 
position at the University? I said no.

1st mistake: not making use of networks and 
tutoring (which will be unavoidably male)



Destroy the cliches!

Switzerland, Appenzeller: last place where women 
could vote

But the reason is: men were asked

Which would have been the outcome if the same 
question would have been asked in other 

European countries?
I am afraid that the same.

Changes are implemented by enlightened men 
who take decisions and impose them. 



Destroy the cliches!

South American men are Machos!!! NO!!!
In Brazil, if a woman gets an important position, 

she will never wonder: is it because I am a 
woman?

Low salaries force women to work, and they play 
a very important role in the family budget



The hidden ennemies

Lexicon: germanic languages

D: herrlich X dämlich 
NL: heerlijk 

Any similarity is just a mere coincidence!

HERRGOTT!!!!! 



The problem of translating titles

Professeur X Professeure

Maître Assistant X Maîtresse Assistante

Maîtresse en Physique: teacher or mistress?
Contingent of cabaret dancers!!!



The big danger: chameleon 
syndrome

Let us hide and keep walking:
Short hair, discrete men-like clothes, 

Fortunately the ties
have not been adopted



The boys habits: 

The ones they beat 
become their best 
friends .....

But women are so
different...

How to cope with that???



Massive attacks

It is impossible to grow without disturbing!



Ritual in tribal societies



The sunshine



But are we really equal ?

Physically we are not, why should we necessarily
be intellectually equal?

Superior or inferior, we are evidently different.
We can bring new aspects. 



I repeat my title:

How f*******-male a woman should
be to succeed?????

A lot!!!!

What to do????
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